Components pathfinder

A handful of hard-to-find, naturally occurring substances contain magical potency and can be
used as special material components. Some spellcasters are trained to use these esoteric
material components in their enhanced practice of the magical arts. The four more common
typesâ€”entropic resin, geodes, prismatic sand, and verdant saltsâ€”link to two schools of
magic each. A fifth type, yliaster, is extremely potent, but far more rare; it is universally useful,
and can be substituted for any other material component. Use the following rules for esoteric
material components with the variants presented on this page. This value must be spent if
esoteric components are mandatory in the campaign, or can be spent to replace normal material
components if esoteric material components are optional. Expending Components : Each
component works effectively for only two schools of magic. The esoteric components used in a
spell need not all be of the same type. Greater Component Effects : Expending twice the amount
of components indicated on Table: Esoteric Material Component Costs activates a greater
component effect, which varies by esoteric component type. These benefits are listed under the
component descriptions at the end of the section, and depend on the component expended. The
caster must pay the cost in esoteric components even if the Spellcraft check fails. If the caster
fails this check by 5 or more, the spell fails and its slot is lost. Material components can be
found either in the form of raw, unprocessed base components or refined units of various
values. They can be found in nature, purchased from merchants, or discovered in treasure
hoards. How often a PC finds esoteric components is determined by the variant you are using
see below. Especially among the treasure of a spellcaster, it would be reasonable to find
various quantities of multiple types of esoteric components. The rare esoteric component
yliaster is a special case. Yliaster appears only in major treasure hoards, especially those
belonging to powerful spellcasters. A GM who would prefer not to allow the effects of yliaster
can simply use only the common esoteric components and leave the rare one out of the game
entirely. Lowering Your Caster Level A spellcaster using esoteric material components can
voluntarily cast a spell as though she had a lower caster level. Table: Esoteric Material
Component Cost shows this value for clerics , druids , and wizards , but a spellcaster with a
slower progression has the same limitation. Each common esoteric material component has the
same price, and a spellcaster buys them based on their gp value. In a collection of geodes,
some might be large and some small, some fine and some flawed. Each bit of esoteric
component goes a long way, so gp worth of components weighs 1 pound regardless of its type.
Three variants are detailed below. The esoteric material components system can be added
directly on top of the normal spellcasting system. Expending esoteric material components
worth the listed values allows the caster to replace normal material components she lacks but
not to replace expensive material components. A 6th-level wizard casting fireball can do so
using a normal spell component pouch. He could expend 36 gp worth with or without a spell
component pouch to make the spell more powerful with its greater component effect. Adding
esoteric material components as an option makes spellcasters considerably more powerful.
When used this way, esoteric components are essentially an additional type of treasure. Use
esoteric components as treasure only rarely, and consider ignoring the rules that allow
scrounging for components. If esoteric components are mandatory, casting any spell that
requires a material component requires expending the proper amount of esoteric material
components instead. A 6th-level wizard casting fireball must expend 18 gp worth of entropic
resin, and can expend 36 gp worth to make the spell more powerful with its greater component
effect. However, if he had 15 gp worth of entropic resin, he could cast the fireball at caster level
5th see the Lowering Your Caster Level sidebar. In a game that uses the limited magic variant,
you can add esoteric components to take some of the sting out of the weakened spellcasting.
Limited magic uses a fixed caster level , which acts as the baseline for casting a spell using
esoteric components or gaining the greater component benefits. When used together, the
esoteric components and limited magic systems also allow another option: expending esoteric
components to gain the benefits of a higher CL or save DC. The specific limited magic benefit is
listed under each component description. For example, a 6th-level wizard casting fireball could
gain the limited magic benefit by expending 36 gp worth of entropic resin. As with greater
component effects, expending multiple types of esoteric components can apply other limited
magic effects, but requires a Spellcraft check. This option is deliberately more expensive to
discourage casters from using it too routinely. A spellcaster can choose to apply either greater
component effects or limited magic effectsâ€”but not bothâ€”on the same casting of a spell. A
carefully selected set of geodes causes the defenses you create with your spells to offer even
better protection. The spell must have a duration measured in rounds or minutes, and a creature
can benefit from no more than one bonus from this feat at a time. Prismatic sand refracts the
spatial energies of your conjuration magic, creating a magical distortion. Benefit s : When you
cast a conjuration spell using prismatic sand as an esoteric material component , select one

creature summoned, called , or moved from another plane by your spell. This happens
regardless of whether you chose to increase range or area with the greater component effect.
This feat does not allow you to further increase the size of an area. Scrying and other difficult
divinations become more likely to get to the truth when you use verdant salts. Benefit s : When
you cast an enchantment spell using verdant salts as an esoteric material component , one
target affected by your spell takes a â€”2 penalty on your choice of ability checks, attack rolls ,
damage rolls, saving throws, or skill checks for 1 round. A creature can be affected by only one
penalty from this feat at a time. This is a mind-affecting effect. Entropic resin flares from your
hand when you use it for an evocation spell, striking a nearby foe. Benefit s : When you cast an
evocation spell using entropic resin as an esoteric material component , you can damage one
creature adjacent to you. The resin deals 1 point of damage per 2 caster levels of the spell
minimum 1 , and matches the damage type of your spell. Your expertise with entropic resin
causes your necromancy spells to strike fear in those they affect. Benefit s : When you cast a
necromancy spell using entropic resin as an esoteric material component , one target of that
spell becomes shaken. If your spell allows a saving throw and the target succeeds at its save, it
is unaffected by this effect. This is a mind-affecting fear effect. Geodes strengthen your physical
prowess when you use them to cast transmutation spells. This bonus lasts until the end of your
next turn. This increase is in addition to any increases due to greater component or limited
magic benefits. Because the standard Eschew Materials feat would function poorly with the
esoteric components system, the Eschew Materials feat should be replaced in a game that uses
esoteric material components. Use the alternate version below. You can cast spells using fewer
esoteric material components. This does not affect the cost of expensive material components.
This optional rule allows a low-level spellcaster to find enough components to keep casting her
spells. Over the course of an adventuring day, a spellcaster can scrounge for esoteric
components in her environment. At the end of each day, she can collect 1d6 gp worth of each
common esoteric component. Rare components can never be found by scrounging. This
requires her to explore a decent-sized area. Depending on the likelihood of finding a type of
component in an area, the GM can adjust the die size up or down by one. For instance, while
exploring caverns, a scrounger might find 1d8 gp worth of geodes, but only 1d4 gp worth of
verdant salts. A scrounger can hunt exclusively for a specific type of common esoteric
component. Because esoteric components are naturally occurring, she must succeed at a DC
15 Knowledge nature check or come up empty-handed. If she succeeds, she gains 2d6 gp worth
of the component she was searching for and none of the others. This system uses four common
esoteric componentsâ€”entropic resin, geodes, prismatic sand, and verdant saltsâ€”plus one
rare component called yliaster. A GM can change the descriptions of these components to
different substances that better fit her game if she so chooses. The rare component could be a
catchall for a number of equally potent magical substances. The blood of a god, a sliver of
stone from deep in the earth, or a piece of ethereal substance made solid could each be used as
the rare component, even within the same campaign. Each entry includes the associated
schools, a description of the esoteric component type, the greater component effect, and the
limited magic effect. The limited magic effect entry applies only if the campaign is also using the
limited magic system. Associated Schools evocation , necromancy. This slightly viscous,
pearlescent gray-black substance is most commonly stored in small vials, jars, and bottles.
Locations where multiple creatures died from flames, acid, or lightning are excellent potential
sources of entropic resin. It seems to be organic in nature, or at least formed of trace
substances from the bodies of organic life forms, though there is some debate on the issue
among necromantic scholars. Unrefined entropic resin is potent, but can still be distilled and
refined. The most potent entropic resin is pitch black and snaps if bent. Greater Component
Effect : Treat your caster level as though it were 1 higher for determining the number of damage
dice used by this spell. This also increases the maximum number of damage dice a spell can
have by 1, if applicable. For example, a 10th-level wizard casting fireball could expend 60 gp
worth of entropic resin to deal 11d6 points of fire damage. Associated Schools abjuration ,
transmutation. Geodes are loose, spheroid, rocklike structures found within flows of lava rock,
areas of upheaval, and places associated with earth and fire elementals. Often mistaken for
simple rocks due to their nondescript coating, geodes are hollow with various crystal
formations hidden within. Formed from molten rock and exotic trapped gases that turn into
crystals, geodes can have innate properties that help extend perceptions and pierce barriers,
both astral and physical. Greater Component Effect : Treat your caster level as though it were 2
higher for determining the duration of this spell. Limited Magic Effect : Use your full caster level
instead of the minimum for determining the duration of the spell. Associated Schools
conjuration , illusion. Made of incredibly tiny polyhedrons, prismatic sand reflects a rainbow of
colors. Most commonly found by sifting sand from warm beaches, this substance appears to be

normal glass cut into very specific multifaceted shapes. When gathered in enough quantity,
typically 2 ounces or so, prismatic sand takes on a rainbow sheen across its surface. Prismatic
sand also works better when treated with cleansing chemicals, polished, and shined with a
variety of specialized cloths and materials. Individual grains come in all variety of prismatic
shapes, and the more sides a grain has, the better its mirrored surface captures light. The most
intricate grains bend, manipulate, and split light into a dazzling spectrum. Associated Schools
divination , enchantment. Verdant salts are found upon the dried, post-flowering pods of a
common plant used in making textiles. The salt gathers on the plant only on dewy mornings
following a full moon. Grazing animals drawn to the salty taste frequently eat the crystals, so
following deer or livestock that exhibit erratic behavior can lead a spellcaster to fields where
verdant salts can be found. Raw verdant salts can be dissolved, refined, and processed into
more complex salt crystals or solid rods of compressed salt. Such refinements take time, and
require special training in order for a wizard , alchemist , or craftsperson to produce properly.
Greater Component Effect : Increase the DC of any saving throw, skill check, or ability check an
enemy must attempt due to this spell by 1. It can even be substituted for an equivalent value of
an expensive material componentâ€”5, gp worth of yliaster could be used to cast raise dead
without a diamond worth 5, gp, for example. Yliaster is a claylike material found in small clods
typically no bigger than a berry or thimble. In addition, treat your caster level as though it were 2
higher for this spell. This increase can also raise the maximum damage dice of the spell beyond
its limit. For example, a 10th-level wizard casting fireball could expend gp worth of yliaster to
cast it at CL 12th and deal 12d6 points of fire damage. This bonus also applies on caster level
checks to overcome spell resistance and on concentration checks while casting the spell. The
cost of using yliaster is always gp per spell level. Yliaster is even lighter than common
components, weighing 1 pound per 2, gp of value. Few people, even experienced spellcasters,
are able to find yliaster easily. Treat it as though it were a major magic item for the purposes of
determining its availability. Scrolls, wands, and magic items can be crafted using esoteric
components. This increases the cost of the item accordingly. If a wizard expends 56 gp worth of
prismatic sand while creating a scroll of black tentacles , that spell gains the greater component
effect when cast from the scroll. For a staff or wand, the creator must make the same decision
for all castings of a particular spell and pay the full price for each. In a game that uses
mandatory components, magic item crafting becomes much more expensive since each casting
of the spell requires spending components. Toggle navigation. A spellcaster using esoteric
material components can voluntarily cast a spell as though she had a lower caster level.
Esoteric Abjuration Esoteric A carefully selected set of geodes causes the defenses you create
with your spells to offer even better protection. Esoteric Conjuration Esoteric Prismatic sand
refracts the spatial energies of your conjuration magic, creating a magical distortion. Esoteric
Divination Esoteric Scrying and other difficult divinations become more likely to get to the truth
when you use verdant salts. Esoteric Evocation Esoteric Entropic resin flares from your hand
when you use it for an evocation spell, striking a nearby foe. Esoteric Illusion Esoteric Prismatic
sand perfects and stabilizes the forms of your illusions. Esoteric Necromancy Esoteric Your
expertise with entropic resin causes your necromancy spells to strike fear in those they affect.
Esoteric Transmutation Esoteric Geodes strengthen your physical prowess when you use them
to cast transmutation spells. Eschew Materials Because the standard Eschew Materials feat
would function poorly with the esoteric components system, the Eschew Materials feat should
be replaced in a game that uses esoteric material components. Entropic Resin Associated
Schools evocation , necromancy This slightly viscous, pearlescent gray-black substance is
most commonly stored in small vials, jars, and bottles. Geodes Associated Schools abjuration ,
transmutation Geodes are loose, spheroid, rocklike structures found within flows of lava rock,
areas of upheaval, and places associated with earth and fire elementals. Prismatic Sand
Associated Schools conjuration , illusion Made of incredibly tiny polyhedrons, prismatic sand
reflects a rainbow of colors. Verdant Salts Associated Schools divination , enchantment Verdant
salts are found upon the dried, post-flowering pods of a common plant used in making textiles.
Patreon Supporters. Toggle Theme. Archives of Nethys. For most spells, the number of
components is equal to the number of actions you must spend to Cast the Spell. Each
component adds certain traits to the Cast a Spell activity, and some components have special
requirements. The components that appear in this book are listed below. Component
Substitutions Some classes or abilities can substitute one component for another or alter how a
component works. If you're a bard Casting a Spell from the occult tradition, you can usually
play an instrument for spells requiring somatic or material components, as long as it takes at
least one of your hands to do so. If you use an instrument, you don't need a material component
pouch or another hand free. You can usually also play an instrument for spells requiring verbal
components, instead of speaking. If you're a cleric Casting a Spell from the divine tradition

while holding a divine focus usually a religious symbol or text , you can replace any material
component the spell requires by using the divine focus as a focus component instead. Unlike
normal for a focus component, you can't retrieve or return the focus when making this
substitution. If you're a druid Casting a Spell from the primal tradition while holding a primal
focus such as holly and mistletoe , you can replace any material component the spell requires
by using the primal focus as a focus component instead. Unlike the normal rules for a focus
component, you can't retrieve or put away the focus when making this substitution. If you're a
sorcerer Casting a Spell from the magical tradition that matches your bloodline, you can draw
on the magic within your blood to replace any material component with a somatic component.
Any character casting an innate spell can replace any material component with a somatic
component. Saving Throws. Binding Outsiders. Spell Duels. Name School subschool. Area
Effect Diagrams. True Names and Infernal Sigils. Researching True Names Interrogation. Some
spellcasters select their spells from a limited list of spells known, while others have access to a
wide variety of options. Most spellcasters prepare spells in advance-whether from a spellbook
or through prayers-while some cast spells spontaneously without preparation. Despite these
different ways characters use to learn or prepare their spells, when it comes to casting them,
the spells are very much alike. Whether a spell is arcane or divine, and whether a character
prepares spells in advance or chooses them on the spot, casting a spell works the same way.
First you must choose which spell to cast. To cast a spell, you must be able to speak if the spell
has a verbal component , gesture if it has a somatic component , and manipulate the material
components or focus if any. Additionally, you must concentrate to cast a spell. If a spell has
multiple versions, you choose which version to use when you cast it. To cast a spell, you must
concentrate. Clerics , druids , and rangers add their Wisdom modifier. Bards , paladins , and
sorcerers add their Charisma modifier. Finally, wizards add their Intelligence modifier. The more
distracting the interruption and the higher the level of the spell you are trying to cast, the higher
the DC see Table: Concentration Check DCs. If you fail the check, you lose the spell just as if
you had cast it to no effect. If you fail the check, you lose the spell without effect. The
interrupting event strikes during spellcasting if it comes between the time you started and the
time you complete a spell for a spell with a casting time of 1 full round or more or if it comes in
response to your casting the spell such as an attack of opportunity provoked by the spell or a
contingent attack, such as a readied action. If you are taking continuous damage, such as from
an acid arrow or by standing in a lake of lava, half the damage is considered to take place while
you are casting a spell. If the last damage dealt was the last damage that the effect could deal,
then the damage is over and does not distract you. If you are affected by a spell while
attempting to cast a spell of your own, you must make a concentration check or lose the spell
you are casting. Pinned creatures can only cast spells that do not have somatic components.
You must make a concentration check if you try to cast a spell in violent weather. In either case,
you lose the spell if you fail the concentration check. You lose the spell if you fail. It is possible
to cast any spell as a counterspell. Counterspelling works even if one spell is divine and the
other arcane. To use a counterspell , you must select an opponent as the target of the
counterspell. You do this by choosing to ready an action. In doing so, you elect to wait to
complete your action until your opponent tries to cast a spell. You may still move at your
normal speed, since ready is a standard action. This check is a free action. To complete the
action, you must then cast an appropriate spell. As a general rule, a spell can only counter
itself. If you are able to cast the same spell and you have it prepared or have a slot of the
appropriate level available , you cast it, creating a counterspell effect. If the target is within
range, both spells automatically negate each other with no other results. Metamagic feats are
not taken into account when determining whether a spell can be countered. You can usually use
dispel magic to counterspell another spell being cast without needing to identify the spell being
cast. You can cast a spell at a lower caster level than normal, but the caster level you choose
must be high enough for you to cast the spell in question, and all level-dependent features must
be based on the same caster level. If you ever try to cast a spell in conditions where the
characteristics of the spell cannot be made to conform, the casting fails and the spell is wasted.
Once you know which creatures or objects or areas are affected, and whether those creatures
have made successful saving throws if any were allowed , you can apply whatever results a
spell entails. Many special spell effects are handled according to the school of the spells in
question. Certain other special spell features are found across spell schools. Some spell
descriptions refer to attacking. Attempts to channel energy count as attacks if it would harm
any creatures in the area. All spells that opponents resist with saving throws, that deal damage,
or that otherwise harm or hamper subjects are attacks. Usually, a bonus has a type that
indicates how the spell grants the bonus. With the exception of dodge bonuses, most
circumstance bonuses, and racial bonuses, only the better bonus of a given type works. The

same principle applies to penalties- a character taking two or more penalties of the same type
applies only the worst one, although most penalties have no type and thus always stack.
Bonuses without a type always stack, unless they are from the same source. If the creature did
not worship a deity, its soul departs to the plane corresponding to its alignment. Bringing
someone back from the dead involves magically retrieving his soul and returning it to his body.
For more information on the planes, see Environment. Any creature brought back to life usually
gains one or more permanent negative levels. These levels apply a penalty to most rolls until
removed through spells such as restoration. If the character was 1st level at the time of death,
he loses 2 points of Constitution instead of gaining a negative level. Enemies can take steps to
make it more difficult for a character to be returned from the dead. Keeping the body prevents
others from using raise dead or resurrection to restore the slain character to life. Casting trap
the soul prevents any sort of revivification unless the soul is first released. A soul knows the
name, alignment, and patron deity if any of the character attempting to revive it and may refuse
to return on that basis. Spells or magical effects usually work as described, no matter how
many other spells or magical effects happen to be operating in the same area or on the same
recipient. Except in special cases, a spell does not affect the way another spell operates.
Whenever a spell has a specific effect on other spells, the spell description explains that effect.
Several other general rules apply when spells or magical effects operate in the same place:. If
you have two spells with effects other than bonuses and those spells or effects are called out
not to stack, that means that the effects that apply to the same rules component or situation do
not stack, so if they apply different non-bonus effects to the same rules component, the most
recent spell takes precedent. Spells that provide bonuses or penalties on attack rolls, damage
rolls, saving throws, and other attributes usually do not stack with themselves. The bonuses or
penalties from two different spells stack if the modifiers are of different types. See FAQ at right
for some additional information. In cases when two or more identical spells are operating in the
same area or on the same target, but at different strengths, only the one with the highest
strength applies. The same spell can sometimes produce varying effects if applied to the same
recipient more than once. Usually the last spell in the series trumps the others. None of the
previous spells are actually removed or dispelled, but their effects become irrelevant while the
final spell in the series lasts. Sometimes, one spell can render a later spell irrelevant. Both
spells are still active, but one has rendered the other useless in some fashion. If a creature is
under the mental control of two or more creatures, it tends to obey each to the best of its ability,
and to the extent of the control each effect allows. If the controlled creature receives conflicting
orders simultaneously, the competing controllers must make opposed Charisma checks to
determine which one the creature obeys. Spells with opposite effects apply normally, with all
bonuses, penalties, or changes accruing in the order that they apply. Some spells negate or
counter each other. Two or more spells with instantaneous durations work cumulatively when
they affect the same target. The description of each spell is presented in a standard format.
Each category of information is explained and defined below. Beneath the spell name is a line
giving the school of magic and the subschool, if any to which the spell belongs. Almost every
spell belongs to one of eight schools of magic. A school of magic is a group of related spells
that work in similar ways. A small number of spells arcane mark , limited wish , permanency ,
prestidigitation , and wish are universal, belonging to no school. Abjurations are protective
spells. They create physical or magical barriers, negate magical or physical abilities, harm
trespassers, or even banish the subject of the spell to another plane of existence. If one
abjuration spell is active within 10 feet of another for 24 hours or more, the magical fields
interfere with each other and create barely visible energy fluctuations. The DC to find such
spells with the Perception skill drops by 4. If an abjuration creates a barrier that keeps certain
types of creatures at bay, that barrier cannot be used to push away those creatures. If you force
the barrier against such a creature, you feel a discernible pressure against the barrier. If you
continue to apply pressure, you end the spell. Each conjuration spell belongs to one of five
subschools. Conjurations transport creatures from another plane of existence to your plane
calling ; create objects or effects on the spot creation ; heal healing ; bring manifestations of
objects, creatures, or forms of energy to you summoning ; or transport creatures or objects
over great distances teleportation. Creatures you conjure usually- but not always- obey your
commands. A creature or object brought into being or transported to your location by a
conjuration spell cannot appear inside another creature or object, nor can it appear floating in
an empty space. It must arrive in an open location on a surface capable of supporting it. Calling
: a calling spell transports a creature from another plane to the plane you are on. The spell
grants the creature the one-time ability to return to its plane of origin, although the spell may
limit the circumstances under which this is possible. Creatures who are called actually die when
they are killed; they do not disappear and reform, as do those brought by a summoning spell

see below. Creation : a creation spell manipulates matter to create an object or creature in the
place the spellcaster designates. If the spell has a duration other than instantaneous, magic
holds the creation together, and when the spell ends, the conjured creature or object vanishes
without a trace. If the spell has an instantaneous duration, the created object or creature is
merely assembled through magic. It lasts indefinitely and does not depend on magic for its
existence. Healing : Certain divine conjurations heal creatures or even bring them back to life.
Summoning : a summoning spell instantly brings a creature or object to a place you designate.
When the spell ends or is dispelled, a summoned creature is instantly sent back to where it
came from, but a summoned object is not sent back unless the spell description specifically
indicates this. A summoned creature also goes away if it is killed or if its hit points drop to 0 or
lower, but it is not really dead. When the spell that summoned a creature ends and the creature
disappears, all the spells it has cast expire. A summoned creature cannot use any innate
summoning abilities it may have. Teleportation : a teleportation spell transports one or more
creatures or objects a great distance. The most powerful of these spells can cross planar
boundaries. Unlike summoning spells, the transportation is unless otherwise noted one-way
and not dispellable. Teleportation is instantaneous travel through the Astral Plane. Anything
that blocks astral travel also blocks teleportation. Divination spells enable you to learn secrets
long forgotten, predict the future, find hidden things, and foil deceptive spells. Many divination
spells have cone-shaped areas. These move with you and extend in the direction you choose.
The cone defines the area that you can sweep each round. If you study the same area for
multiple rounds, you can often gain additional information, as noted in the descriptive text for
the spell. Scrying : a scrying spell creates an invisible magical sensor that sends you
information. Unless noted otherwise, the sensor has the same powers of sensory acuity that
you possess. This level of acuity includes any spells or effects that target you, but not spells or
effects that emanate from you. The sensor, however, is treated as a separate, independent
sensory organ of yours, and thus functions normally even if you have been blinded or deafened
, or otherwise suffered sensory impairment. The sensor can be dispelled as if it were an active
spell. Lead sheeting or magical protection blocks a scrying spell, and you sense that the spell is
blocked. All enchantments are mind-affecting spells. Two subschools of enchantment spells
grant you influence over a subject creature. Charm : A charm spell changes how the subject
views you, typically making it see you as a good friend. Compulsion : a compulsion spell forces
the subject to act in some manner or changes the way its mind works. Evocation spells
manipulate magical energy or tap an unseen source of power to produce a desired end. In
effect, an evocation draws upon magic to create something out of nothing. Many of these spells
produce spectacular effects, and evocation spells can deal large amounts of damage. Illusion
spells deceive the senses or minds of others. They cause people to see things that are not
there, not see things that are there, hear phantom noises, or remember things that never
happened. Figment : A figment spell creates a false sensation. Those who perceive the figment
perceive the same thing, not their own slightly different versions of the figment. It is not a
personalized mental impression. Figments cannot make something seem to be something else.
A figment that includes audible effects cannot duplicate intelligible speech unless the spell
description specifically says it can. If intelligible speech is possible, it must be in a language
you can speak. If you try to duplicate a language you cannot speak, the figment produces
gibberish. Likewise, you cannot make a visual copy of something unless you know what it looks
like or copy another sense exactly unless you have experienced it. Because figments and
glamers are unreal, they cannot produce real effects the way that other types of illusions can.
Figments and glamers cannot cause damage to objects or creatures, support weight, provide
nutrition, or provide protection from the elements. Consequently, these spells are useful for
confounding foes, but useless for attacking them directly. Pattern : Like a figment, a pattern
spell creates an image that others can see, but a pattern also affects the minds of those who
see it or are caught in it. All patterns are mind-affecting spells. Phantasm : a phantasm spell
creates a mental image that usually only the caster and the subject or subjects of the spell can
perceive. This impression is totally in the minds of the subjects. It is a personalized mental
impression, all in their heads and not a fake picture or something that they actually see. All
phantasms are mind-affecting spells. Shadow : A shadow spell creates something that is
partially real from extradimensional energy. Such illusions can have real effects. Damage dealt
by a shadow illusion is real. Creatures encountering an illusion usually do not receive saving
throws to recognize it as illusory until they study it carefully or interact with it in some fashion.
A successful saving throw against an illusion reveals it to be false, but a figment or phantasm
remains as a translucent outline. A failed saving throw indicates that a character fails to notice
something is amiss. Necromancy spells manipulate the power of death, unlife, and the life force.
Spells involving undead creatures make up a large part of this school. Polymorph : a polymorph

spell transforms your physical body to take on the shape of another creature. Each polymorph
spell allows you to assume the form of a creature of a specific type, granting you a number of
bonuses to your ability scores and a bonus to your natural armor. In addition, each polymorph
spell can grant you a number of other benefits, including movement types, resistances, and
senses. If the form you choose grants these benefits, or a greater ability of the same type, you
gain the listed benefit. If the form grants a lesser ability of the same type, you gain the lesser
ability instead. Your base speed changes to match that of the form you assume. If the form
grants a swim or burrow speed, you maintain the ability to breathe if you are swimming or
burrow ing. The DC for any of these abilities equals your DC for the polymorph spell used to
change you into that form. In addition to these benefits, you gain any of the natural attacks of
the base creature, including proficiency in those attacks. These attacks are based on your base
attack bonus , modified by your Strength or Dexterity as appropriate, and use your Strength
modifier for determining damage bonuses. If a polymorph spell causes you to change size,
apply the size modifiers appropriately, changing your armor class , attack bonus , Combat
Maneuver Bonus , and Stealth skill modifiers. Your ability scores are not modified by this
change unless noted by the spell. Unless otherwise noted, polymorph spells cannot be used to
change into specific individuals. Polymorph spells cannot be used to assume the form of a
creature with a template or an advanced version of a creature. When you cast a polymorph spell
that changes you into a creature of the animal , dragon , elemental , magical beast , plant , or
vermin type, all of your gear melds into your body. Items that provide constant bonuses and do
not need to be activated continue to function while melded in this way with the exception of
armor and shield bonuses, which cease to function. Items that require activation cannot be
used while you maintain that form. While in such a form, you cannot cast any spells that require
material components unless you have the Eschew Materials or Natural Spell feat , and can only
cast spells with somatic or verbal components if the form you choose has the capability to
make such movements or speak, such as a dragon. Other polymorph spells might be subject to
this restriction as well, if they change you into a form that is unlike your original form subject to
GM discretion. If your new form does not cause your equipment to meld into your form, the
equipment resizes to match your new size. While under the effects of a polymorph spell, you
lose all extraordinary and supernatural abilities that depend on your original form such as keen
senses, scent, and darkvision , as well as any natural attacks and movement types possessed
by your original form. You also lose any class features that depend upon form, but those that
allow you to add features such as sorcerers that can grow claws still function. While most of
these should be obvious, the GM is the final arbiter of what abilities depend on form and are lost
when a new form is assumed. Your new form might restore a number of these abilities if they
are possessed by the new form. You can only be affected by one polymorph spell at a time. If a
new polymorph spell is cast on you or you activate a polymorph effect, such as wild shape , you
can decide whether or not to allow it to affect you, taking the place of the old spell. In addition,
other spells that change your size have no effect on you while you are under the effects of a
polymorph spell. If a polymorph spell is cast on a creature that is smaller than Small or larger
than Medium, first adjust its ability scores to one of these two sizes using the following table
before applying the bonuses granted by the polymorph spell. Appearing on the same line as the
school and sub-school, when applicable, is a descriptor that further categorizes the spell in
some way. Some spells have more than one descriptor. The descriptors are acid, air, chaotic,
cold, curse, darkness, death, disease, draconic PZO , earth, electricity, emotion, evil, fear, fire,
force, good, language-dependent, lawful, light, meditative PPC:DA , mind-affecting, pain,
poison, shadow, sonic, and water. Most of these descriptors have no game effect by
themselves, but they govern how the spell interacts with other spells, with special abilities, with
unusual creatures, with alignment, and so on. Acid : Acid effects deal damage with chemical
reactions rather than cold, electricity, heat, or vibration. This descriptor includes both actual
acids and their chemical opposites, called bases or alkalines such as ammonia and lye. Air :
Spells that create air, manipulate air, or conjure creatures from air-dominant planes or with the
air subtype should have the air descriptor. Chaotic : Spells that draw upon the power of true
chaos or conjure creatures from chaos-aligned planes or with the chaotic subtype should have
the chaos descriptor. Cold : Cold effects deal damage by making the target colder, typically by
blasting it with supernaturally cooled matter or energy. Cold effects also include those that
create ice, sleet, or snow out of nothing. They can cause frostbite, numbness, coordination
problems, slowed movement and reactions, stupor, and death. Curse : Curses are often
permanent effects, and usually cannot be dispelled, but can be removed with a break
enchantment , limited wish , miracle , remove curse , or wish. Source : PZO Their effects are
usually simple and can be ended with the right spell but never dispel magic. All curse spells
have the curse descriptor. For curses that can be created by a spell, this usually represents the

minimum DC. Darkness : Spells that create darkness or reduce the amount of light should have
the darkness descriptor. Giving a spell the darkness descriptor indicates whether a spell like
daylight is high enough level to counter or dispel it. The death ward spell protects against death
effects, and some creature types are immune to death effects. Disease : Disease effects give the
target a disease , which may be an invading organism such as a bacteria or virus, an abnormal
internal condition such as a cancer or mental disorder , or a recurring magical effect that acts
like one of the former. Creatures with resistance or immunity to disease apply that resistance to
their saving throw and the effects of disease spells. Draconic : The draconic descriptor is for
spells tied closely to dragons that those with draconic blood can cast them almost instinctually.
Spells with the draconic descriptor were created by dragons in ages long past, and still
resonate within the blood of true dragons to this day. Each time such a creature gains an
additional racial hit die, it can select a draconic spell in place of an existing spell known of the
same or higher spell level. Source PZO Earth : Spells that manipulate earth or conjure creatures
from earth-dominant planes or with the earth subtype should have the earth descriptor.
Electricity : Electricity effects involve the presence and flow of electrical charge, whether
expressed in amperes or volts. Electricity deals damage to creatures by disrupting their
biological systems. It deals damage to objects as well as creatures by heating the material it
passes through, and thus technically many electricity spells could also be treated as fire spells,
but for sake of game simplicity, it is better to just let electricity-based spells deal electricity
damage. Electricity effects may stun , paralyze, or even kill. Most emotion spells are
enchantments, except for fear spells, which are usually necromancy. Evil : Spells that draw
upon evil powers or conjure creatures from evil-aligned planes or with the evil subtype should
have the evil descriptor. The greater the amount of time between castings, the less likely
alignment will change. Some spells require sacrificing a sentient creature, a major evil act that
makes the caster evil in almost every circumstance. Those who are forbidden from casting
spells with an opposed alignment might lose their divine abilities if they circumvent that
restriction via Use Magic Device , for example , depending on how strict their deities are.
Though this advice talks about evil spells, it also applies to spells with other alignment
descriptors. Yes, they do. Fear : Spells with the fear descriptor create, enhance, or manipulate
fear. Most fear spells are necromancy spells, though some are enchantment spells. Fire : Fire
effects make the target hotter by creating fire, directly heating the target with magic or friction.
Lava, steam, and boiling water all deal fire damage. Fire effects can also cause confusion,
dizziness, exhaustion , fatigue , nausea, unconsciousness, and death. Spells that manipulate
fire or conjure creatures from fire-dominant planes or with the fire subtype should have the fire
descriptor. Force : Spells with the force descriptor create or manipulate magical force. Force
spells affect incorporeal creatures normally as if they were corporeal creatures. Good : Spells
that draw upon the power of true goodness or conjure creatures from good-aligned planes or
with the good subtype should have the good descriptor. Language-Dependent : A
language-dependent spell uses intelligible language as a medium for communication. If the
target cannot understand or hear what the caster of a language-dependent spell says, the spell
has no effect, even if the target fails its saving throw. Lawful : Spells that draw upon the power
of true law or conjure creatures from law-aligned planes or with the lawful subtype should have
the law descriptor. Light : Spells that create significant amounts of light or attack darkness
effects should have the light descriptor. Giving a spell the light descriptor indicates whether a
spell like darkness is high enough level counter or dispel it. Meditative spells are not cast like
other spellsâ€”they are cast during the period of the day when a spellcaster prepares her spells.
A meditative spell must already be prepared at the time when you start your 1-hour spell
preparation ritual, and at the end of that time, the meditative spell of your choosing is cast,
leaving you with that one spell slot used for the remainder of the day. You can have only one
meditative spell in effect on you at any one time. Pain : Pain effects cause unpleasant
sensations without any permanent physical damage though a sensitive target may suffer mental
repercussions from lengthy exposure to pain. Creatures that are immune to effects that require
a Fort save such as constructs and undead are immune to pain effects. Poison : Poison effects
use poison, venom, drugs, or similar toxic substances to disrupt and damage living creatures
through chemical reactions. Technically, acids and poisons are both chemical reactions, but for
the purpose of this game, they are categorized as different effects, with acids dealing hit point
damage and poisons causing ability damage , ability drain , bleeding, confusion, convulsions,
nausea, paralysis , reduced healing, suffocation, unconsciousness, or death. Creatures with
resistance to poison such as dwarves apply that resistance to their saving throws and the
effects of poison spells. Creatures with immunity are immune to poisonous aspects of poison
spells, but not necessarily all effects of the spell for example, a spell that creates a pit full of
liquid poison could still trap or drown a poison-immune creature. Spells with the ruse descriptor

are easily mistaken for other spells and are intended to confuse even onlookers trained in
Spellcraft or Knowledge arcana. The one attempting the check can correctly identify the spell
only by exceeding the DC by The false spell is typically a level lower than the ruse spell, so skill
checks use the DC for the lower-level spell. Analyze dweomer , greater arcane sight , and similar
spells of the same or higher spell level that automatically identify spells reveal a ruse spell for
what it is. Ruse spells that mimic harmless spells still list harmless on their saving throw or
spell resistance lines; a creature that knows or suspects the true nature of the spell typically
chooses to attempt the save. Shadow : Shadow spells manipulate matter or energy from the
Shadow Plane, or allow transport to or from that plane. Sonic : Sonic effects transmit energy to
the target through frequent oscillations of pressure through the air, water, or ground. Sounds
that are too high or too low for the humanoid ear to detect can still transmit enough energy to
cause harm, which means that these effects can even affect deafened creatures. Sound effects
can cause hit point damage, deafness, dizziness, nausea, pain, shortness of breath, and
temporary blindness, and can detect creatures using batlike echolocation. Water : Spells that
manipulate water or conjure creatures from water-dominant planes or with the water subtype
should have the water descriptor. This number is preceded by a list of classes whose members
can cast the spell. The components entry in a spell description includes abbreviations that tell
you what type of components it requires. Specifics for material and focus components are given
at the end of the descriptive text. A verbal component is a spoken incantation. To provide a
verbal component, you must be able to speak in a strong voice. A silence spell or a gag spoils
the incantation and thus the spell. A somatic component is a measured and precise movement
of the hand. You must have at least one hand free to provide a somatic component. A material
component consists of one or more physical substances or objects that are annihilated by the
spell energies in the casting process. Unless a cost is given for a material component, the cost
is negligible. Assume you have all you need as long as you have your spell component pouch.
A focus component is a prop of some sort. Unlike a material component, a focus is not
consumed when the spell is cast and can be reused. As with material components , the cost for
a focus is negligible unless a price is given. Assume that focus components of negligible cost
are in your spell component pouch. A divine focus component is an item of spiritual
significance. The divine focus for a druid or a ranger is a sprig of holly, or some other sacred
plant. Most spells have a casting time of 1 standard action. Others take 1 round or more, while a
few require only a swift action. A spell that takes 1 round to cast is a full-round action. It comes
into effect just before the beginning of your turn in the round after you began casting the spell.
You then act normally after the spell is completed. A spell that takes 1 minute to cast comes
into effect just before your turn 1 minute later and for each of those 10 rounds, you are casting a
spell as a full-round action , just as noted above for 1-round casting times. These actions must
be consecutive and uninterrupted, or the spell automatically fails. When you begin a spell that
takes 1 round or longer to cast, you must continue the concentration from the current round to
just before your turn in the next round at least. If you lose concentration before the casting is
complete, you lose the spell. However, you may cast such a spell only once per round. You
make all pertinent decisions about a spell range, target, area, effect, version, and so forth when
the spell comes into effect. Standard ranges include the following. If a spell allows multiple
touches, are you considered to be holding the charge until all charges are expended? You must
touch a creature or object to affect it. A touch spell that deals damage can score a critical hit
just as a weapon can. A touch spell threatens a critical hit on a natural roll of 20 and deals
double damage on a successful critical hit. Some touch spells allow you to touch multiple
targets. You can touch up to 6 willing targets as part of the casting, but all targets of the spell
must be touched in the same round that you finish casting the spell. If the spell allows you to
touch targets over multiple rounds, touching 6 creatures is a full-round action. The spell
reaches as far as 25 feet away from you. The maximum range increases by 5 feet for every two
full caster levels. Some spells have a target or targets. You cast these spells on creatures or
objects, as defined by the spell itself. You must be able to see or touch the target, and you must
specifically choose that target. You do not have to select your target until you finish casting the
spell. The saving throw and spell resistance lines are omitted from such spells. Some spells
restrict you to willing targets only. Unconscious creatures are automatically considered willing,
but a character who is conscious but immobile or helpless such as one who is bound, cowering
, grappling , paralyzed , pinned , or stunned is not automatically willing. Some spells allow you
to redirect the effect to new targets or areas after you cast the spell. Redirecting a spell is a
move action that does not provoke attacks of opportunity. You must designate the location
where these things are to appear, either by seeing it or defining it. Some effects are rays. You
aim a ray as if using a ranged weapon, though typically you make a ranged touch attack rather
than a normal ranged attack. As with a ranged weapon, you can fire into the dark or at an

invisible creature and hope you hit something. If a ray spell deals damage, you can score a
critical hit just as if it were a weapon. A ray spell threatens a critical hit on a natural roll of 20
and deals double damage on a successful critical hit. Do rays count as weapons for the purpose
of spells and effects that affect weapons? See also this FAQ item for a similar question about
rays and weapon feats. When you cast a spell that allows you to make a ranged touch attack,
such as scorching ray, and an enemy is within reach, do you provoke two attacks of
opportunity? Yes, you provoke two attacks of opportunity, one for casting the spell and one for
making a ranged attack, since these are two separate events. As a note, since all of the rays are
fired simultaneously in the case of scorching ray , you would only provoke one attack of
opportunity for making the ranged attack, even if you fired more than one ray. Are spell and
other area of effects 2d as in, they affect a flat grid only or are they 3d as in, they affect cubes
and spheres? Any effect with a radius affects a sphere, not a circle. A cone is a 3d area. A line is
a line, not a plane. Some effects, notably clouds and fogs, spread out from a point of origin,
which must be a grid intersection. Figure distance by actual distance traveled, taking into
account turns the spell effect takes. When determining distance for spread effects, count
around walls, not through them. As with movement, do not trace diagonals across corners. You
must designate the point of origin for such an effect, but you need not have line of effect see
below to all portions of the effect. Some spells affect an area. Sometimes a spell description
specifies a specially defined area, but usually an area falls into one of the categories defined
below. The point of origin of a spell is always a grid intersection. When determining whether a
given creature is within the area of a spell, count out the distance from the point of origin in
squares just as you do when moving a character or when determining the range for a ranged
attack. The only difference is that instead of counting from the center of one square to the
center of the next, you count from intersection to intersection. You can count diagonally across
a square, but remember that every second diagonal counts as 2 squares of distance. Most
spells that affect an area function as a burst, an emanation, or a spread. The default shape for a
burst effect is a sphere, but some burst spells are specifically described as cone-shaped. An
emanation spell functions like a burst spell, except that the effect continues to radiate from the
point of origin for the duration of the spell. Most emanations are cones or spheres. A spread
spell extends out like a burst but can turn corners. You select the point of origin, and the spell
spreads out a given distance in all directions. Figure the area the spell effect fills by taking into
account any turns the spell effect takes. Source AP The rules often assume that creatures are
Medium or Small. A cone-shaped spell shoots away from you in a quarter-circle in the direction
you designate. It starts from any corner of your square and widens out as it goes. This point is
the center of a horizontal circle, and the spell shoots down from the circle, filling a cylinder. A
cylinder-shaped spell ignores any obstructions within its area. A line-shaped spell shoots away
from you in a line in the direction you designate. It starts from any corner of your square and
extends to the limit of its range or until it strikes a barrier that blocks line of effect. A
line-shaped spell affects all creatures in squares through which the line passes. A
sphere-shaped spell expands from its point of origin to fill a spherical area. Spheres may be
bursts, emanations, or spreads. A spell with this kind of area affects creatures directly like a
targeted spell , but it affects all creatures in an area of some kind rather than individual
creatures you select. The area might be a spherical burst, a cone-shaped burst, or some other
shape. A spell with this kind of area affects objects within an area you select as Creatures, but
affecting objects instead. Many effects or areas are given as cubes to make it easy to model
irregular shapes. Three-dimensional volumes are most often needed to define aerial or
underwater effects and areas. A line of effect is a straight, unblocked path that indicates what a
spell can affect. A line of effect is canceled by a solid barrier. You must have a clear line of
effect to any target that you cast a spell on or to any space in which you wish to create an
effect. You must have a clear line of effect to the point of origin of any spell you cast. Many
durations are measured in rounds, minutes, hours, or other increments. When the time is up,
the magic goes away and the spell ends. The spell energy comes and goes the instant the spell
is cast, though the consequences might be long-lasting. The energy remains as long as the
effect does. This means the spell is vulnerable to dispel magic. The spell lasts as long as you
concentrate on it. Concentrating to maintain a spell is a standard action that does not provoke
attacks of opportunity. See concentration. Some spells last for a short time after you cease
concentrating. If the spell creates an effect, the effect lasts for the duration. The effect might
move or remain still. Such an effect can be destroyed prior to when its duration ends. If the spell
affects an area, then the spell stays with that area for its duration. Creatures become subject to
the spell when they enter the area and are no longer subject to it when they leave. You can
make touch attacks round after round until the spell is discharged. If you cast another spell, the
touch spell dissipates. Some touch spells allow you to touch multiple targets as part of the

spell. If the spell has no verbal component, you can dismiss the effect with a gesture.
Dismissing a spell is a standard action that does not provoke attacks of opportunity. A spell
that depends on concentration is dismissible by its very nature, and dismissing it does not take
an action, since all you have to do to end the spell is to stop concentrating on your turn. Usually
a harmful spell allows a target to make a saving throw to avoid some or all of the effect. The
saving throw entry in a spell description defines which type of saving throw the spell allows and
describes how saving throws against the spell work. The spell has an effect on its subject. A
successful saving throw means that some lesser effect occurs. This notation does not mean
that a spell can be cast only on objects. Some spells of this sort can be cast on creatures or
objects. The spell is usually beneficial, not harmful, but a targeted creature can attempt a saving
throw if it desires. Always use the spell level applicable to your class. A creature that
successfully saves against a spell that has no obvious physical effects feels a hostile force or a
tingle, but cannot deduce the exact nature of the attack. You do not sense when creatures
succeed on saves against effect and area spells. A natural 1 the d20 comes up 1 on a saving
throw is always a failure, and the spell may cause damage to exposed items see Items Surviving
after a Saving Throw, below. Even a character with a special resistance to magic can suppress
this quality. Unless the descriptive text for the spell specifies otherwise, all items carried or
worn by a creature are assumed to survive a magical attack. If a creature rolls a natural 1 on its
saving throw against the effect, however, an exposed item is harmed if the attack can harm
objects. Determine which four objects carried or worn by the creature are most likely to be
affected and roll randomly among them. The randomly determined item must make a saving
throw against the attack form and take whatever damage the attack dealt. If the selected item is
not carried or worn and is not magical, it does not get a saving throw. It simply is dealt the
appropriate damage. Spell resistance is a special defensive ability. Include any adjustments to
your caster level to this caster level check. The spell resistance entry and the descriptive text of
a spell description tell you whether spell resistance protects creatures from the spell. In many
cases, spell resistance applies only when a resistant creature is targeted by the spell, not when
a resistant creature encounters a spell that is already in place. A creature with spell resistance
must voluntarily lower the resistance a standard action in order to be affected by such spells
without forcing the caster to make a caster level check. This portion of a spell description
details what the spell does and how it works. Communal spells function like other spells, except
they allow you to divide the duration among multiple targets, treating each target as a subject of
the spell. When you divide the duration, you must divide it as evenly as possible among the
targets. The extra 10 minutes of duration must be assigned to one of the four targets your
choice or it is wasted. A number of spells and magic items utilize extradimensional spaces,
such as rope trick , a bag of holding , a handy haversack , and a portable hole. These spells and
magic items create a tiny pocket space that does not exist in any dimension. Such items do not
function, however, inside another extradimensional space. If placed inside such a space, they
cease to function until removed from the extradimensional space. For example, if a bag of
holding is brought into a rope trick , the contents of the bag of holding become inaccessible
until the bag of holding is taken outside the rope trick. The only exception to this is when a bag
of holding and a portable hole interact, forming a rift to the Astral Plane , as noted in their
descriptions. Wizards , sorcerers , and bards cast arcane spells. Compared to divine spells,
arcane spells are more likely to produce dramatic results. His high Intelligence score might
allow him to prepare a few extra spells. He can prepare the same spell more than once, but each
preparation counts as one spell toward his daily limit. To prepare his daily spells, a wizard must
first sleep for 8 hours. The wizard does not have to slumber for every minute of the time, but he
must refrain from movement, combat, spellcasting, skill use, conversation, or any other fairly
demanding physical or mental task during the rest period. If his rest is interrupted, each
interruption adds 1 hour to the total amount of time he has to rest in order to clear his mind, and
he must have at least 1 hour of uninterrupted rest immediately prior to preparing his spells. If
the character does not need to sleep for some reason, he still must have 8 hours of restful calm
before preparing any spells. If a wizard has cast spells recently, the drain on his resources
reduces his capacity to prepare new spells. When he prepares spells for the coming day, all the
spells he has cast within the last 8 hours count against his daily limit. To prepare any spell, a
wizard must have enough peace, quiet, and comfort to allow for proper concentration. Exposure
to inclement weather prevents the necessary concentration , as does any injury or failed saving
throw the character might experience while studying. Wizards also must have access to their
spellbooks to study from and sufficient light to read them. There is one major exception: a
wizard can prepare a read magic spell even without a spellbook. After resting, a wizard must
study his spellbook to prepare any spells that day. If he wants to prepare all his spells, the
process takes 1 hour. Preparing some smaller portion of his daily capacity takes a

proportionally smaller amount of time, but always at least 15 minutes, the minimum time
required to achieve the proper mental state. Until he prepares spells from his spellbook, the
only spells a wizard has available to cast are the ones that he already had prepared from the
previous day and has not yet used. During the study period, he chooses which spells to
prepare. If a wizard already has spells prepared from the previous day that he has not cast, she
can abandon some or all of them to make room for new spells. When preparing spells for the
day, a wizard can leave some of these spell slots open. Later during that day, he can repeat the
preparation process as often as he likes, time and circumstances permitting. During these extra
sessions of preparation, the wizard can fill these unused spell slots. He cannot, however,
abandon a previously prepared spell to replace it with another one or fill a slot that is empty
because he has cast a spell in the meantime. That sort of preparation requires a mind fresh from
rest. Like the first session of the day, this preparation takes at least 15 minutes, and it takes
longer if the wizard prepares more than one-quarter of his spells. The various character class
tables show how many spells of each level a character can cast per day. These openings for
daily spells are called spell slots. A spellcaster who lacks a high enough ability score to cast
spells that would otherwise be his due still gets the slots but must fill them with spells of lower
levels. Once a wizard prepares a spell, it remains in his mind as a nearly cast spell until he uses
the prescribed components to complete and trigger it or until he abandons it. If a spellcaster
dies, all prepared spells stored in his mind are wiped away. Potent magic such as raise dead ,
resurrection , or true resurrection can recover the lost energy when it recovers the character. To
record an arcane spell in written form, a character uses complex notation that describes the
magical forces involved in the spell. The writer uses the same system no matter what her native
language or culture. However, each character uses the system in his own way. If the skill check
fails, the character cannot attempt to read that particular spell again until the next day. A read
magic spell automatically deciphers magical writing without a skill check. If the person who
created the magical writing is on hand to help the reader, success is also automatic. Once a
character deciphers a particular piece of magical writing, he does not need to decipher it again.
Deciphering magical writing allows the reader to identify the spell and gives some idea of its
effects as explained in the spell description. If the magical writing is a scroll and the reader can
cast arcane spells, he can attempt to use the scroll. A wizard can use a borrowed spellbook to
prepare a spell he already knows and has recorded in his own spellbook, but preparation
success is not assured. First, the wizard must decipher the writing in the book see Arcane
Magical Writings, above. If the check succeeds, the wizard can prepare the spell. He must repeat
the check to prepare the spell again, no matter how many times he has prepared it before. If the
check fails, he cannot try to prepare the spell from the same source again until the next day.
However, as explained above, he does not need to repeat a check to decipher the writing.
Wizards can add new spells to their spellbooks through several methods. A wizard can only
learn new spells that belong to the wizard spell lists. Wizards perform a certain amount of spell
research between adventures. Each time a character attains a new wizard level, he gains two
spells of his choice to add to his spellbook. The two free spells must be of spell levels he can
cast. Next, he must spend 1 hour studying the spell. If the check succeeds, the wizard
understands the spell and can copy it into his spellbook see Writing a New Spell into a
Spellbook. The process leaves a spellbook that was copied from unharmed, but a spell
successfully copied from a magic scroll disappears from the parchment. If the check fails, the
wizard cannot understand or copy the spell. He cannot attempt to learn or copy that spell again
until one week has passed. If the spell was from a scroll, a failed Spellcraft check does not
cause the spell to vanish. In most cases, wizards charge a fee for the privilege of copying spells
from their spellbooks. This fee is usually equal to half the cost to write the spell into a spellbook
see Writing a New Spell into a Spellbook. Rare and unique spells might cost significantly more.
A wizard can also research a spell independently, duplicating an existing spell or creating an
entirely new one. The cost to research a new spell, and the time required, are left up to GM
discretion, but it should probably take at least 1 week and cost at least 1, gp per level of the
spell to be researched. This should also require a number of Spellcraft and Knowledge arcana
checks. Time : The process takes 1 hour per spell level. Cantrips 0 levels spells take 30 minutes
to record. Space in the Spellbook : A spell takes up one page of the spellbook per spell level.
Even a 0-level spell cantrip takes one page. A spellbook has pages. Materials and Costs : The
cost for writing a new spell into a spellbook depends on the level of the spell, as noted on
Table: Spell Level and Writing Costs. Note that a wizard does not have to pay these costs in
time or gold for spells he gains for free at each new level. A wizard can use the procedure for
learning a spell to reconstruct a lost spellbook. If he already has a particular spell prepared, he
can write it directly into a new book at the same cost required to write a spell into a spellbook.
The process wipes the prepared spell from his mind, just as casting it would. If he does not

have the spell prepared, he can prepare it from a borrowed spellbook and then write it into a
new book. Duplicating an existing spellbook uses the same procedure as replacing it, but the
task is much easier. The time requirement and cost per page are halved. Captured spellbooks
can be sold for an amount equal to half the cost of purchasing and inscribing the spells within.
As written products, spellbooks and scrolls share many of the same composite materials. Both
require a writing instrument as well as a suitable writing substance and medium. Although ink,
quill and paper are clearly the most widespread materials, a number of other more exotic
materials remain in use. These rules can be used by GMs and players to create individualized
spellbooks, new types of treasures, or flavorful spellbooks for more exotic locales. Sorcerers
and bards cast arcane spells, but they do not use spellbooks or prepare spells. Their class level
limits the number of spells she can cast see these class descriptions. Her high Charisma score
might allow her to cast a few extra spells. Each day, sorcerers and bards must focus their minds
on the task of casting their spells. A sorcerer or bard needs 8 hours of rest just like a wizard ,
after which she spends 15 minutes concentrating. A bard must sing, recite, or play an
instrument of some kind while concentrating. During this period, the sorcerer or bard readies
her mind to cast her daily allotment of spells. Without such a period to refresh herself, the
character does not regain the spell slots she used up the day before. A sorcerer or bard gains
spells each time she attains a new level in her class and never gains spells any other way. When
your sorcerer or bard gains a new level, consult Table: Bard Spells Known or Table: Sorcerer
Spells Known to learn how many spells from the appropriate spell list she now knows. With
permission from the GM, sorcerers and bards can also select the spells they gain from new and
unusual spells that they come across while adventuring. The subject of designing spells is
touched on only briefly in the Core Rules. While some guidance on cost and time is provided, a
GM needs to consider balance and design factors before allowing a PC to introduce a new spell
into the game. As a first step, request a detailed write-up of the spell using the standard rules.
Based on this write-up, you can determine whether or not the spell is balanced for its level and
appropriate for the game. When considering a new spell, first determine the category into which
it fits. Spells can be divided into the broad categories of offensive magic spells that deal direct
damage, enhance combat abilities, or summon allies to fight , defensive magic spells that
protect the caster or her allies, control or impede enemies, or heal damage , and utility magic
spells of general use outside of combat, such as travel magic and most divinations. Some
spells fit into multiple categories, such as teleport , with both defensive and utility applications.
Compare the new spell to other spells in the same category and at or near the desired spell
level. If the spell is more powerful or more useful than other spells of the desired level, increase
the level. If it seems weak, consider lowering the level. Most spells that are usable against
others should require either a saving throw or an attack roll generally touch or ranged touch.
Spells that are quite powerful for their level, like disintegrate or phantasmal killer , may require
both, or allow two saving throws. Watch out for spells that effectively take the target out of the
fight and are negated by a saving throw. Consider adding a minor effect even on a successful
save, and toning down the result of a failed save. Spells that automatically affect the target
should be higher level or limited in their consequences. Spells with no verbal component are
particularly rare. If the spell-as-designed lacks them, consider adding material component or
focus requirements as a means of adding flavor. Expensive components and foci are a good
way to adjust the effective power of a spell without changing the level. They should have fairly
simple mechanics without many ambiguities, special cases, or qualifications. If a spell takes a
half-page or more to describe, it is probably too complicated and should be rejected or revised.
Watch out for spells that counter or otherwise render useless equal- or higher-level magics. For
defensive spells, countering an equal-level spell is fine like shield negating magic missile , but
an offensive spell generally should only overcome lower-level defenses or higher-level spells
that duplicate those defenses like disintegrate destroying both wall of force and forcecage.
Good spells expand upon the existing themes of magic, but in a novel manner. Watch for spells
that break the implied limits of the game. Most arcane casters have poor healing abilities, and
divine spells rarely excel at direct damage. Successfully researching a new spell requires time
and expensive research. An optional system for researching new spells is outlined below.
Wizards and bards use Knowledge arcana , sorcerers use a Knowledge skill appropriate to their
heritage usually arcana, nature, or planes , druids and rangers use the Knowledge nature skill,
and clerics and paladins use Knowledge religion. The actual research process varies by the
type of spell, often involving magical experimentation, the purchase and study of moldy scrolls
and grimoires, contact with powerful magical beings or outsiders , and extensive meditation or
rituals. For each week of research, the caster makes separate Knowledge and Spellcraft checks
against a DC of 20 plus twice the level of the spell being researched, modified according to
Table: Spell Research Modifiers. To successfully research the spell, the caster must succeed at

both checks. Failure indicates the week was wasted. Spells of 4th-6th level requires 2 weeks of
successful research, while spells of 7th-9th level require 4 weeks. The researcher may employ
up to two assistants in the research process to assist on the skill checks using the aid another
action. Clerics , druids , experienced paladins and rangers , inquisitors , oracles , the adept NPC
class , the hunter hybrid class , the shaman hybrid class , and the warpriest hybrid class cast
divine spells. Unlike arcane spells, divine spells draw power from a divine source. Clerics gain
spell power from deities or from divine forces. The divine force of nature powers druid and
ranger spells, and the divine forces of law and good power paladin spells. Divine spells tend to
focus on healing and protection and are less flashy, destructive, and disruptive than arcane
spells. Divine spellcasters prepare their spells in largely the same manner as wizards do, but
with a few differences. The relevant ability for most divine spells is Wisdom Charisma for
paladins. Likewise, bonus spells are based on Wisdom. A divine spellcaster chooses and
prepares spells ahead of time, but unlike a wizard, does not require a period of rest to prepare
spells. Instead, the character chooses a particular time of day to pray and receive spells. The
time is usually associated with some daily event. If some event prevents a character from
praying at the proper time, she must do so as soon as possible. If the character does not stop to
pray for spells at the first opportunity, she must wait until the next day to prepare spells. A
divine spellcaster selects and prepares spells ahead of time through prayer and meditation at a
particular time of day. The time required to prepare spells is the same as it is for a wizard 1 hour
, as is the requirement for a relatively peaceful environment. When preparing spells for the day,
a divine spellcaster can leave some of her spell slots open. Later during that day, she can
repeat the preparation process as often as she likes. During these extra sessions of
preparation, she can fill these unused spell slots. She cannot, however, abandon a previously
prepared spell to replace it with another one or fill a slot that is empty because she has cast a
spell in the meantime. Like the first session of the day, this preparation takes at least 15
minutes, and it takes longer if she prepares more than one-quarter of his spells. Divine
spellcasters do not require spellbooks. A cleric also has access to two domains determined
during character creation. Each domain gives her access to a number of special abilities and
bonus spells. The character class tables show how many spells of each level each can cast per
day. A spellcaster always has the option to fill a higher-level spell slot with a lower-level spell. A
spellcaster who lacks a high enough ability score to cast spells that would otherwise be her due
still gets the slots but must fill them with spells of lower levels. As with arcane spells, at the
time of preparation any spells cast within the previous 8 hours count against the number of
spells that can be prepared. A good cleric or a cleric of a good deity can spontaneously cast a
cure spell in place of a prepared spell of the same level or higher, but not in place of a bonus
domain spell. An evil cleric or a cleric of an evil deity can spontaneously cast an inflict spell in
place of a prepared spell that is not a domain spell of the same level or higher. Each neutral
cleric of a neutral deity spontaneously casts either cure spells like a good cleric or inflict spells
like an evil one, depending on which option the player chooses when creating the character.
The divine energy of the spell that the cure or inflict spell substitutes for is converted into the
cure or inflict spell as if that spell had been prepared all along. The divine energy of the spell
that the summon spell substitutes for is converted as if that spell had been prepared all along.
Divine spells can be written and deciphered like arcane spells see Arcane Magical Writings. A
Spellcraft check can decipher divine magical writing and identify it. Only characters who have
the spell in its divine form on their class spell list can cast a divine spell from a scroll.
Characters who can cast divine spells undertake a certain amount of study between adventures.
Each time such a character receives a new level of divine spells, she learns all of the spells from
that level automatically. A divine spellcaster can also research a spell independently, much as
an arcane spellcaster can. Only the creator of such a spell can prepare and cast it, unless she
decides to share it with others. A number of classes and creatures gain the use of special
abilities, many of which function like spells. Metamagic feats specifically only affect spells, not
spell-like abilities. Metamagic rods allow you to apply a metamagic feat to a spell, and
metamagic feats do not work on spell-like abilities. Does a creature with a spell-like ability count
as having that spell on its spell list for the purpose of activating spell completion or spell trigger
items? How do I know whether a spell-like ability is arcane or divine? Use the spell type arcane
or divine of that class to determine whether the spell-like ability is arcane or divine. Usually, a
spell-like ability works just like the spell of that name. A spell-like ability has no verbal, somatic,
or material component, nor does it require a focus. The user activates it mentally. A spell-like
ability has a casting time of 1 standard action unless noted otherwise in the ability or spell
description. In all other ways, a spell-like ability functions just like a spell. Spell-like abilities are
subject to spell resistance and dispel magic. They do not function in areas where magic is
suppressed or negated. Spell-like abilities cannot be used to counterspell , nor can they be

counterspelled. These abilities cannot be disrupted in combat, as spells can, and they generally
do not provoke attacks of opportunity. Effects or areas that negate or disrupt magic have no
effect on extraordinary abilities. They are not subject to dispelling, and they function normally in
an antimagic field. Indeed, extraordinary abilities do not qualify as magical, though they may
break the laws of physics. This category includes abilities a creature has because of its physical
nature. Natural abilities are those not otherwise designated as extraordinary, supernatural, or
spell-like. An antimagic field spell or effect cancels magic altogether. An antimagic effect has
the following powers and characteristics. The monstrous four-armed demon spoke in a
surprisingly pleasant tenor voice. I wish for such wealth that even a merchant would weep with
envy. I expected ambition. More so than almost any other ability, wish and its cousin miracle
have the potential to drastically change a campaign. The easiest way to control wish is to
restrict it to those options listed in the spell description. None of these uses are game-breaking.
However, by expanding the boundaries of wish and miracle, you open up roleplaying and story
opportunities that can keep your high-level game fresh and exciting for many adventures to
come. Types of Wishes : One of the first boundaries to set is whether or not all wishes are
created equal, and have similar constraints. Treating all wishes the same has the virtues of
consistency and simplicity, and helps keep your game under control. Having a hierarchy of
wishes gives fodder for the story in your game, letting PCs alter their local reality with their
wishes, but leaving the option of seeking out higher powers to grant the wishes spoken of in
legends. A suggested hierarchy is wishes from spells or magic items, followed by miracle,
wishes granted by artifacts and relics, wishes granted by powerful outsiders like the efreet and
djinn, and finally those wishes bestowed directly by gods and other entities beyond mortal ken.
Making Good Wishes : The best wishes are short, unambiguous, related to matters immediately
at hand, and usually aimed at a simple if powerful task. A wish for a sundered mirror of mental
prowess to be made whole or a wish to reveal the identity of the thief of the crown jewels is
unlikely to go awry. Making Bad Wishes : Wishes born of greed or vengeance have a way of
turning sour. Attempts to guard against mishap with a list of conditions and qualifiers are rarely
successful, most often resulting in partial fulfillment of the wish. Wishes that stretch the limits
of the power granting them are always ill advised. If the wish is from a spell or magic item,
failure or backlash is likely, while if the wish is from an outside source, the granter of the wish
may be angered by mortal temerity and twist the wish or otherwise seek retribution against the
wisher. Twisting Wishes : Folklore is filled with tales of wishes gone awry, bringing heartbreak,
misery, and perhaps eventually wisdom to the hapless wisher. A wish for eternal life may leave
the wisher imprisoned in a decrepit yet still undying body. A wish for a powerful magic item can
be granted by stealing the item from a powerful and vengeful lord. Wishes are best turned awry
by adhering closely to the letter of the wish, but violating the spirit. Deferred Results : Rather
than denying a particularly powerful wish, such as for the throne of a kingdom, the wish can be
granted over an extended period. The wish subtly reshapes reality, guiding the wisher through
seeming coincidence, good fortune, and the timely appearance of helpful NPCs. Success is not
assured unless the PC takes advantage of her opportunities. True names and sigils might also
be known to have other powers over devils , though most devil summoners keep the discovery
of such powers closely guarded secrets. By studying tomes of dark lore, infernal documents,
and tragic histories, one might discover occluded riddles and hints at the names of devils
working their will upon mortal kind. A researcher not specifically searching for the true name or
sigil of a specific infernal creature might discover either of these details relating to a lesser devil
by spending a month doing nothing besides studying in a sizable library of history or arcane
lore. At the end of the month, the GM should make a DC 25 Knowledge planes check for the
researcher, modified by aid from a single assistant and any tomes noted to be of particular
value. If this check succeeds, the researcher discovers the type and true name or sigil one or
the other of a random lesser devil. If the check fails, the researcher discovers nothing of value
relating to true names; he may spend additional months researching again in the same library,
but each subsequent check there takes a cumulative -2 penalty for that researcher until the
penalty is so great it is obvious the place holds no valuable lore. For a lesser devil , researching
this information takes a month, while for a greater devil , it takes 3 months. Success on this
check reveals the details being sought, while failure reveals no information, though the
researcher may continue to study in the same library, as noted above. Failing by more than 5
uncovers false information, as previously noted. One might also attempt to research the name
of a diabolical being as powerful as an infernal duke or archfiend, but such can only be done in
the libraries of Hell or with a tome of fundamental evil power like the Book of the Damned.
Although such beings can resist as summons that invokes their true names or sigils, they often
choose to appear anyway merely to discover who has learned their secrets and how. There are
certain exceptions such as lemures that never know any true names, osyluths that usually know

as many names and sigils as true devils , and gelugons and certain other highly manipulative
greater devils who might know double the typical number. No devil betrays the true names of its
inferiors freely, though. A devil summoned via planar binding or planar ally might be coaxed
into revealing such details, but only for a high and often dangerous price. Fiends typically use
this opportunity to entice their summoners into performing acts that further their own nefarious
schemes or the goals of Hell. In addition, spellcasters employing planar binding still need to
engage in a contest of wills to convince the fiend to reveal such a secret, forcing the caster to
make an opposed Charisma check as described by that spell. A spellcaster planar ally using
must perform a deed and pay his infernal contract for its knowledge in treasures equaling 2, gp
times the Hit Dice of the devil whose true name or sigil is to be revealed. A devil only reveals
one true name or sigil per summoning and returns to Hell upon doing so. Daemons sense
mortal souls like sharks smell the blood of a wounded animal thrashing in the water. Those who
fashion such lures find that they will come, streaming from the angles of the summoning
diagram to take their prize. Most daemons care absolutely nothing for their summoners , even in
the event of a worthy sacrifice. With such ease comes danger, however, as a summoned
daemon is even less likely than an impetuous demon and far less likely than devils , who enjoy
crafting contracts and bargains to sit idly by while the caster outlines a proposal. More often,
daemons eviscerate their summoners immediately. Magic Circle : A magic circle is paramount
in daemon- summoning â€”not to contain the fiend so much as to anchor it in place until it is
completely bound by the conjurer. More than one summoner has fallen prey to the ravenous
hunger of an uncontrolled daemon, and few live to make the mistake twice. Recorded examples
have even used candles of rendered infant fat burned so that their wax pools into the channels
of an engraved circle, or a living circle formed from the twisted or braided entrails of a living,
bound victim next to the summoner , acting as a conduit and focus for the binding. For spells
such as planar binding that require the caster to make opposed Charisma checks against the
outsider , the use of a sacrifice favored by the daemonâ€”often in some way associated with the
manner of death the daemon personifies, and usually in or within view of the summoning
circleâ€”provides a benefit for the caster on Charisma checks to bind the daemon. Some
conjurers believe that if they stand in a second magic circle, they are safe from a rebellious
daemon. Unfortunately, that spell only prevents bodily contact from summoned creatures, not
called creatures. Success means the summoner can speak the true name as part of the
conjuring ritual, giving the creature a â€”5 penalty on its Will save to resist the calling. Most
daemons of note hide their true names and plant false names in books so as to trick mortals
into a false sense of security when conjuring. Rather, it functions too well, drawing forth a
daemon to the Material Plane. Where the rituals and diagrams often fail is in properly containing
the fiend long enough for the summoner to complete a bargain with it. Numerous books detail
the summoning and binding of daemons. Usually suppressed and censored, copies fetch high
prices from both those wishing to learn and use their secrets and those eager to secure and
destroy them. Of the various daemonic guides and lectionaries, the following examples are
some of the most often cited or most eagerly sought after. All of these books are spellbooks,
and each description includes a list of spells included in a typical copy of the book; most
contain other spells as well, but the listing only includes spells that are common to the majority
of copies. Liber Daemonica : A general exploration of daemons , their desires, and their various
castes by an ancient mage. A typical copy of this book includes the following spells: agonize ,
contact other plane , daemon ward , dimensional anchor , dismissal , lesser planar binding ,
magic circle against evil , protection from evil , summon cacodaemon both varieties , summon
ceustodaemon. Asemic Acrostic : Though on the surface this book appears to be a bizarre,
highly precise, and informative treatise on herbal potions , hallucinogenic drugs, and poisons,
closer examination reveals a complex acrostic in Abyssal, comprising two smaller texts
encoded within the first. The first describes devotions to the Horseman of Famine. The second
lists the common names of daemons in his service and their preferred sacrifices. A typical copy
of this book includes the following spells: contagion , greater planar binding , lesser planar
binding , plague carrier , planar binding , summon meladaemon. Highly philosophical, it
explores various ideologies regarding daemonic nature and how they relate to mortals, as well
as an appendix listing more than a dozen effective wards and bindings to protect summoners. A
typical copy of this book includes the following spells: contact other plane , daemon ward ,
lesser planar binding , overwhelming grief , planar binding , summon erodaemon , symbol of
despair. The Withered Footsteps of the Dire Shepherd : The oldest known source on daemons ,
this tome also contains expositions on many other soul-devouring creatures, along with
exquisite details on summoning or actually creating them. The book avoids the intentional
corruption of virtually all other sourcesâ€”whenever the text is altered, it reverts to its previous
and presumably true state. This property only applies to complete versions of the book;

excerpts and quotations from it may contain errors, lending scholars to seek only complete,
bound volumes rather than relying on secondhand or incomplete references. Complete copies
exist written in Abyssal and Infernal, though portions of each include passages written in an
unknown or dead language. A typical copy of this book includes the following spells:
banishment , create greater undead , gate , greater planar binding , planar binding , soul transfer
, summon derghodaemon , summon thanadaemon , trap the soul. The might of magic is a great
force of change and power, and most adventuring parties count one or more spellcasters
among them. In this section, spells accessible to nature-themed classes such as druids and
rangers receive special attention. Spells that assist in navigating the less settled regions of the
world and those that manipulate weather or terrain are also explored in greater detail. Many
wilderness-appropriate spells are available as early as 1st level. These low-level spells are often
disregarded, as many of them can be substituted with class abilities, equipment, and skills. Still,
low-level spells those of 3rd level and lower can remain useful at high levels, especially because
high-level characters can cast them far more frequently. Create Food and Water : As a 3rd-level
cleric spell, create food and water is one of the most obvious choices for those looking to
bypass some of the rigors of wilderness survival. The Survival skill often eclipses the worth of
this spell, as succeeding at a simple DC 10 check allows for a character to provide food and
water for herself without needing to expend a 3rd-level spell slot. Imposing heavy penalties on
Survival checks to get along in the wild is one way of making create food and water more
valuable, and such adjustments are entirely appropriate in wasteland environments. There are
several other ways to prolong the usefulness of create food and water. Armed with knowledge
that the party will be entering a particularly inhospitable region, characters might want to stock
up on conjured food and water. Repeated castings of create food and water can provide
numerous meals, and by spending a few days, a party can create a stockpile of rations for a trip.
Combined with the fact that purify food and water can be cast an unlimited number of times per
day, stockpiling food and drink with these castings is an economically savvy way of saving both
gold and hunting time. Mount and Phantom Steed : Few wilderness areas are entirely amenable
to or completely inhospitable to mounts. Open groves and wildlife paths where mounts can
roam free crisscross dense forests, while deserts often contain escarpments of jagged rocks
that confound the most sure footed of creatures. The mutable nature of these wilderness
regions makes the ability to summon a temporary mount particularly helpful. For routine
journeys, mount can conjure a single mount for a character or be repeatedly cast to provide
mounts for a whole party. Higher-level spellcasters benefit more from phantom steed ,
especially at 8th level, when the steed starts gaining extra movement-related abilities. Neutralize
Poison : First accessible by low-level druids , neutralize poison is useful as both a method of
healing poison and a means to prevent poisoning from occurring in the first place. Using the
spell as a means of detoxifying a creature is its most efficient application, since one casting of
the spell prevents that creature from poisoning targets at all. At a cost of 11, gp, a wand of
neutralize poison makes for a practical, if unusual, weapon. When added into the arsenal of
mobile melee classes, specifically those with ranks in Use Magic Device or supplementary
spellcaster levels, such wands can be used to disable the poisons of wilderness-dwelling
creatures. The forfeiture of an attack in order to strike a foe with a poison â€” neutralizing wand
could mean the difference between life and death for a character who is facing repeated
applications of poison. There are only a few low-level divination spells specifically related to
wilderness environments. Characters often ignore these spells, and instead they rely on class
abilities or skills to replicate their effects. Introducing NPCs with access to these spells can
highlight their utility to PCs who might otherwise see these spells as extraneous. Detect
Animals or Plants : This spell has a much larger range than detect evil , beginning with a
minimum area of a foot cone. This spell also requires thinking of a specific kind of animal or
plant , making it very specialized in its application. A handy application of this spell is to
monitor the health of allies, such as animal companions or plant creatures such as ghorans and
vine leshys as presented in Chapter 1. Detect Snares and Pits : As a concentration effect, this
spell is more useful in low-stress situations. Low-level enchantment spells that are appropriate
for wilderness campaigns most often focus on the manipulation of animal minds. Due to having
average or lower Wisdom scores, certain kinds of animals can be especially prone to being
affected by these spells. Animal Messenger : This spell compels a Tiny animal to venture to a
designated area, likely with an item in tow. The longer casting time of the spell makes it useless
in combat situations but incredibly helpful in other situations. If you, as the GM, decide to have
an animal messenger fail to reach its intended destination, consider rewarding the PCs in
another way. Calm Animals, Charm Animal, and Dominate Animal : Spells that can adjust the
attitudes of animals have obvious uses as deterrents when traversing through wilderness
environments. Simply calming or charming animals is often sufficient to travel through an area

without harassment, while more powerful spells such as dominate animal can be used to deal
with more dangerous or more immediate threats. Another insidious use of this magic is to
subvert the loyal animal companions of foes. The ability to charm or dominate an animal
companion of an opponent can significantly reduce the challenge of an encounter, while
simultaneously presenting that foe the moral quandary of how to handle its wayward
companion. These spells not only mutate the caster and her immediate surroundings but also
are highly sought-after ways to control plant life. As plants are universally immune to
mind-affecting effects, it falls to transmutation spells to grant a modicum of control over these
creatures, providing an analogue to spells commonly found in the enchantment school.
Diminish Plants : This spell controls the vegetation in a specific area. The prune growth option
for this spell is an effective counter to spells such as entangle and wall of thorns , granting the
caster some combat control in addition to straightforward utility. Using this spell also allows for
the creation of open areas more amenable to mounts or other big creatures. The secondary use
of diminish plants , the stunt growth option, is most effective as a narrative tool. PCs who have
left their homeland for a prolonged period of time might be drawn back after hearing word that a
magically induced famine has taken hold, only to find that the cause was a previous foe from
the campaign! Meld into Stone and Tree Shape : Hiding in blocks of stone or taking the form of
a shrub allows for both intrigue and tense moments of avoiding a threat. PCs and NPCs can use
these spells to perform highly effective spying on their enemies, with very few effects or spells
being able to reveal the presence of a melded or shaped creature. True seeing or a similar effect
could spell disaster for a stone-melded creature, and the destruction of the melded stone has
immediateâ€”not to mention mortalâ€”repercussions. Be sure to reward the creative use of
these spells when used by the PCs, but also make them aware of the dangers of using them,
should the PCs come to rely on these spells as a guaranteed means for avoiding detection and
spying on foes. Pass without Trace : This basic 1st-level spell can defeat even the most
dedicated of trackers. Pass without trace prevents being tracked by a Survival check or any
other non-magical means. Due to the difficulty in countering this spell at lower levels, the best
point to take advantage of pass without trace is in the 4th- to 6th-level range, when the spell can
affect all members of the average party and rangers gain access to the spell. At levels above
that, the foes can use magical countermeasures to overcome pass without trace. Plant Growth
and Spike Growth : Control of the battlefield is essential when fighting in a wilderness
environment. As many such environments lack manufactured cover and traps, it falls to magic
to create such hazards. Similarly, spike growth creates areas of damaging terrain that are
difficult to bypass without some means of flight or levitation. In wilderness-heavy campaigns,
these spells can be on par with other control-based magic, while in campaigns with only a
smattering of wilderness, these spells operate best when taken in the form of one or more
backup scrolls. Quench : Often forgotten due to its specialized nature, quench can swiftly
extinguish fire-based creatures, effects, and spells. The typical use of the spell is to put out
non-magical fires in its considerable area of effect a minimum of 5 foot cubes at minimum
caster level. A more potent use of the spell is to act as a dispelling effect on fire-based spells in
its area. This allows the spell to be reserved and used to counter potent spells such as fireball
or wall of fire , though only if a character expects such spells to be used. Creatures with the fire
subtype are particularly vulnerable to quench , taking anywhere from 5d6 to 10d6 points of
damage without any sort of saveâ€”a wand of quench is a potent weapon against such foes.
Stone Shape and Wood Shape : Building a bridge, creating a door, or manufacturing a barricade
are all immediate uses for shaping magic such as stone shape and wood shape. The wording of
these spells is very open to interpretation, granting a lot of leeway in adjudicating their effects.
Unexpected barriers can change the dynamic of combat or wilderness exploration, so be sure to
have a basic understanding of the consequences of using these spells in areas primarily made
of stone or wood. Just as PCs can use these spells to upturn encounters, their adversaries can
use these spells to surprise them in dynamic ways. The PCs might explore a chamber with one
entrance only to be ambushed from a stone-shaped wall during their inspection of the area, or
an NPC villain might allow half the party to go through an exit door before cutting it off with a
well-timed casting of wood shape. Applications of several intrigue-themed spells are also
appropriate for wilderness campaigns. In order to focus on spells more specific to wilderness
adventuring, this book purposefully avoids spells that were already covered in Ultimate Intrigue.
Intrigue-themed spells that are particularly appropriate for wilderness-heavy campaigns but
were covered in Ultimate Intrigue include the following: blood biography , commune with nature
, create treasure map , detect poison , find the path , locate creature , speak with animals , speak
with plants , and stone tell. Water Breathing and Water Walk : Both of these spells accomplish
different things, but they are similar in that they overcome an incredibly common wilderness
impediment: water. Watery barriers can include a lake in the middle of a forest, rivers running

between mountains, a series of flooded chambers in a cavern, treacherous swamps, and
underground oceans. Water breathing can be split among numerous creatures effectively,
allowing for long or quick treks underwater. Be sure to occasionally remind the PCs of their
reliance on these spells, such as directing a casting of dispel magic in their direction.
Whispering Wind : While sending requires 10 minutes to cast, whispering wind takes only a
standard action. Mistakenly receiving a message in this manner could spark a new adventure or
entire campaign, especially when you consider that whispering wind often revolves around the
need to get a message out in a quick and urgent manner. At the middle tier of spellcasting,
many spells with wilderness themes revolve around control effects. While most of them have
been previously detailed in Ultimate Intrigue see the Intrigue in the Wild sidebar and thus are
not covered below, mid-level divination spells are plentiful. While spell resistance offers a
means of defense against these spells, such an ability is almost nonexistent among plant
creatures. Despite the lengthy 1-round casting time , successfully casting antilife shell can buy
precious rounds of protection to cast other spells. Antiplant shell has a shorter casting time and
a lower spell level, making it more useful when dealing with plant threats. Repel Vermin : Repel
vermin is similar to antilife shell , but it takes up a lower-level spell slot and requires less time to
cast. While the field created by this spell can be bypassed with a successful Will save, it still
deals damage to vermin managing to traverse itâ€”a particularly powerful effect against large
numbers of enemies with few hit points. Perhaps the most enticing use of repel vermin is its
ability to diminish the effectiveness of vermin swarms. Conjuration spells fill a wide array of
needs. This school of magic encompasses enhancement effects, teleportation effects, the
conjuration of allies, and even the creation of permanent or temporary areas of terrain. Most of
these spells really begin to show their usefulness at the middle levels of spellcasting. The
combination of neutralize poison and remove disease in this spell is a particularly useful given
the number of long-onset diseases and poisons in the wilderness. The flaws of this spell
become apparent when the PCs ambush enemies partaking in this spell or are attacked while
consuming their own feast. Transport via Plants and Tree Stride : A dependable means of
transportation within a forested environment, tree stride combines the best of several spells,
with temporary protection and stealth akin to meld into stone or tree shape. It also offers a wide
array of travel distance , with even coniferous trees allowing for transportation range in excess
of dimension door , assuming a suitable tree is within range. Transport via plants is similar to
an upgraded tree stride , as it allows for theoretically limitless traveling distance on the same
world, and it requires only a suitably sized plant with a matching species at the destination. Wall
of Stone and Wall of Thorns : Both of these spells allow for the creation of walls to divide a
battlefield. Walls made of stone have the benefit of adjoining to existing stoneâ€”a plentiful
terrain feature in most wilderness environs. Since this spell has a duration of instantaneous,
wall of stone creates long-lasting defenses. Such walls can cut off tight-knit groups in confined
areas, though creatures in the path of a forming wall can attempt a Reflex save to avoid
entrapment. Wall of thorns can be used to deadly effect when sculpted to cover a larger area.
These walls can be combined with area effects, such as cloudkill or insect plague , to devastate
foes. Mid-level transmutation spells produce a variety of effects. Many augment the capabilities
of their casters, allowing for otherwise impossible physical feats. Other transmutation spells
change vast swaths of terrain, allowing their casters to manipulate the wilderness in ways that
range from battlefield needs to agricultural changes taking place over thousands of square feet
of space. Air Walk and Wind Walk : Air walk is an effective method of bypassing treacherous
terrain. When a caster typically gains access to this spell, the duration of air walk is about only
an hour, making it an effective tool for combat encounters but diminishing its utility for
long-term travel. Another hindrance of air walk is that it affects only a single target, making it
difficult to apply to an entire group without expending several spell slots. Wind walk , however,
can grant a group the ability to traverse long distances over open air. However, wind walkers
are particularly vulnerable to attack along the way if their movement can be curtailed with an
obstruction. The caster must either dismiss the spell entirely or have everyone in the group to
go through lengthy transformations back into their normal forms while being pummeled by
attacks. Command Plants : Similar in many respects to charm person , this spell entreats plant
creatures to obey the spellcaster. As plants are normally immune to mind-affecting effects, this
spell falls under the transmutation school of magic, meaning that feats such as Spell Focus
transmutation apply to it. Two important differences between this spell and charm person ,
aside from the spell level and ability to affect plants, are the increased number of targets and no
requirement that the caster has to know a language understood by the target. Control Water and
Control Winds : These spells are both broad in their effect, with uses beyond combat. The
ability to control the speed of winds is a useful tool in hampering foes that rely on flight or
ranged attacks. Manipulating water allows for access to otherwise inaccessible spaces and

reveals secrets hidden in exceptionally deep areas of water. Aquatic creatures that rely on water
for breathing and maneuverability can be significantly disabled by this magic. Move Earth : This
spell allows for the movement of various sorts of natural terrain, with the express purpose of
digging or filling in dips in the earth. A common use for move earth is in the creation or
deconstruction of natural cover as part of an ongoing siege. Passwall : The bane of intrepid
dungeon designers everywhere, passwall allows for the disruption of the expected path through
a complex structure. Allowing the spell to assist in navigating hazardous terrain is important,
but it should not come at the expense of storytelling or allow the characters to bypass
important areas of exploration. When designing encounter areas, consider insulating critical
areas with stretches of solid matter that extend 20 feet or farther, effectively inhibiting passwall
from creating its passage into or out of key locations. Furthermore, as passwall is susceptible
to dispel magic , a perfectly timed dispel effect can separate a party, potentially over several
possibly as-of-yet-unexplored areas of a dungeon. Reincarnate : The ability to reincarnate a
deceased companion is often a mixed affair. Many adventurers see the use of reincarnate as a
means of bypassing the costly raise dead a 5th-level spell. Some even view the ability to return
as a different race as a boon , especially in cases where the new race has powerful physical
ability modifiers. Repel Wood : This spell is particularly powerful in tight corridors. Wooden
objects in the path of the spell are hurled away, moving 40 feet back from their current position.
This includes items such as wooden armor , wooden shields, and wood-hafted weapons; these
items often carry the wielder along with them. Note that the spell has no effect on most plants,
since they are rooted to the ground, but it can be used to clear wooden blockages such as
deadfalls. Transmute Rock to Mud : Transforming large areas of unworked rock into mud
creates effectively impassable terrain. Most creatures trapped in a transmuted area of mud
reduce their base speed to 5 feet. Considering the vast area that even a minimum caster can
affect, this mud acts as a slowing effect on all creatures without a means of flying or levitating.
Along with creating an area of mobility-restricting terrain, the collapsing mud deals a hefty sum
of damage to creatures caught underneath the falling deluge. Keep in mind that transmuted
mud can be dispelled, with effects similar to a casting of transmute mud to rock. The most
powerful of wilderness spells are few but incredibly varied. Some allow for the creation of
powerful allies, while others have drastic effects over vast swaths of land. Animate Plants :
From the lowest level that a druid gains access to this spell, she can animate four Large plants
or a single Gargantuan plant. Animated plants are simple to command and act as allies and
distractions in combat. The alternative entangle effect of this spell is particularly useful, as it
not only bypasses spell resistance but also acts as a 7th-level spell version of entangle that
lasts for hours. Changestaff : While animate plants creates a potential host of animated plants,
changestaff creates a single powerful treant -like ally that, barring misadventure, lasts for hours.
The treant created by this spell is particularly useful in demolishing objects and structures. A
plant creature can attempt a Will save to avoid being controlled, but the spell is not subject to
spell resistance and has no shared-language requirement. Earthquake : Numerous different
environment-dependent effects make earthquake an appropriate spell for wilderness-themed
campaigns. The effect of this spell in caves is a true killer, as the rules for being trapped in
rubble are exceptionally deadly to creatures that do not have high Strength scores or
teleportation magic. Many of the aboveground effects have the potential to create rents in the
earth that can trap opponents or seal away disarmed objects and other items. Regardless of its
application, earthquake is often about sending a message to a foeâ€”the dramatic sights
created by this spell capable of awing even those familiar with magic. Though the effects of the
storm are potent, there are many things to consider when employing the spell. First, it requires
concentration over several rounds to build up its power, which can be difficult to maintain while
the caster is engaged in combat, especially since several of the effects of the storm cause
damage, such as acid rain and hailstorm. Transmute Metal to Wood : An instantaneous effect,
transmute metal to wood affects all metal items within a large radius. This spell also specifies
that it affects only objectsâ€”so no using it against iron golems! Transmute metal to wood is at
its best when employed by druids , as a druid often has few if any metal items in her
possession, allowing the caster to center the spell on herself if threatened by numerous
metal-clad foes. Teaming this spell with the repel wood see above is a powerful combo that
keeps metal-wielding foes on the defensive. Toggle navigation. Spell If you are affected by a
spell while attempting to cast a spell of your own, you must make a concentration check or lose
the spell you are casting. Violent Weather You must make a concentration check if you try to
cast a spell in violent weather. Attacks Some spell descriptions refer to attacking. Bonus Types
Usually, a bonus has a type that indicates how the spell grants the bonus. Bringing Back the
Dead Several spells have the power to restore slain characters to life. Negative Levels Any
creature brought back to life usually gains one or more permanent negative levels. Preventing

Revivification Enemies can take steps to make it more difficult for a character to be returned
from the dead. Different Bonus Types The bonuses or penalties from two different spells stack if
the modifiers are of different types. Same Effect More than Once in Different Strengths In cases
when two or more identical spells are operating in the same area or on the same target, but at
different strengths, only the one with the highest strength applies. Same Effect with Differing
Results The same spell can sometimes produce varying effects if applied to the same recipient
more than once. Spells with Opposite Effects Spells with opposite effects apply normally, with
all bonuses, penalties, or changes accruing in the order that they apply. Instantaneous Effects
Two or more spells with instantaneous durations work cumulatively when they affect the same
target. Abjuration Abjurations are protective spells. Conjuration Each conjuration spell belongs
to one of five subschools. Subschools Calling : a calling spell transports a creature from
another plane to the plane you are on. When the victim is adjacent to the area of a damaging
spell or spell-like effect even one he created himself , the area expands to include the victim.
The victim is plagued by cacophonous sounds and strobing lights that only she can hear and
see. If she drops ammunition while attempting to make a ranged attack, that particular attack is
lost. Verbal V A verbal component is a spoken incantation. Somatic S A somatic component is a
measured and precise movement of the hand. Material M A material component consists of one
or more physical substances or objects that are annihilated by the spell energies in the casting
process. Focus F A focus component is a prop of some sort. Divine Focus DF A divine focus
component is an item of spiritual significance. Personal The spell affects only you. Ray Some
effects are rays. See more area of effect templates here. Burst, Emanation, or Spread Most
spells that affect an area function as a burst, an emanation, or a spread. Timed Durations Many
durations are measured in rounds, minutes, hours, or other increments. Instantaneous The spell
energy comes and goes the instant the spell is cast, though the consequences might be
long-lasting. Permanent The energy remains as long as the effect does. Concentration The spell
lasts as long as you concentrate on it. Discharge Occasionally a spells lasts for a set duration
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